
The PM’s Daughter Series 2 
Refer to the transcript from the interview clip, the Series 2 synopsis  
and other credible sources then write a 100-200 word description  
of Series 2. 

 
Hints:  

• Highlight keywords and character names in your version.  

• Try rearranging the information into a different order.  

• Remember to credit direct quotes (if you use them) from Jess Paine. 

• Make a bibliography of sources that were used to create your description.  

 
 
 
Just when Cat Parkes Pérez has finally settled into life in The Lodge, a new conspiracy  
sends her on a desperate search for the truth. Between a federal election campaign  
and a highly competitive tech internship, there’s no shortage of distractions … and that’s  
all before her mother’s love life starts making headlines. Cat’s journalism aspirations are  
about to be put to the test as she digs to uncover her very first story, all while balancing  
the unpredictable complications that come with being the PM’s daughter. 

With best friends Sadie Bonner and Ollie Yeung by her side, Cat’s about to discover that  
the truth can be far more complicated than she ever imagined. 
SOURCE: AUSTRALIAN CHILDREN’S TELEVISION FOUNDATION  

 
 
 
“ In The PM’s Daughter Series 2, Cat and her friends are excited to start a new year of school. 
They are also starting a really exciting internship at an up-and-coming tech company – 
‘Alethia’. Amongst all that, Cat is also wrestling with the fact that her mother is currently 
running for re-election… But Cat is trying to stay focused because she has figured out what 
she wants to do with her life [journalism].  

   What Cat doesn’t realise is that all that is about to come together with a brand-new 
mystery… Cat’s very first story will help her unravel a conspiracy that could involve taking 
over the government itself with technology.” 

                  – Jessica Paine                
SOURCE: INTERVIEW WITH JESSICA PAINE, SCRIPT PRODUCER 2024    
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AaVI6L2UM40
https://actf.com.au/shows/id/274

